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Abstract-Around fifty years ago, the principles of invariance were introduced in the the study 
of radiative transfer in planetary atmospheres and then extensively extended to astrophysics by 
Ambarzumian and Chandrasekhar. Furthermore, the invariance concept was pursued and generalized 
by Bellman, Kalaba and Wing, who gave the term “Invariant Imbedding” for the systematic use of 
invariance concept and functionals in various problems of mathematical physics and engineering. 
Then the two-points boundary value problem was transformed into the initial value problem. 
In the present paper, starting from the low-order of scattering and transmission functions, the 
higher order of these global functions is approximated with the aid of invariant imbedding expression 
and then the initial value solution of the two components radiation field has been also dealt with. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The diffuse reflection and transmission of radiation by a finite target slab plays an important 
role in radiation dosimetry. Whereas the usual method of solving the linearized Boltzmann 
equation of radiation has been used in the two-points boundary value problem, in recent years 
an invariant imbedding approach to the initial value problem has been developed in astrophysics, 
radiation dosimetry and applied mathematics (cf. 1 and 2). It has been thereafter shown that 
the novel method can be applied to a much broader class of scattering problems with the aid of 
high-speed computers, including the neutron and gamma rays transport problems encountered 
in biomathematical effects of radiation (cf. 3). 
Taking into account the finite-order scattering processes in turbid slab, in a series of papers 
Bellman et al. (cf. 4-9) obtained an initial value solution of the energy-dependent transport 
problems. Furthermore, the theory has been extended to the finite-order scattering processes in 
the two radiation approximation (cf. lo), the double layer approximation (cf. ll), the inverse 
problem of determining a plane source and others (cf. 12-18). 
In the present paper, with the aid of an invariant imbedding in radiation dosimetry, the energy- 
dependent equation of transfer in a finite optical thickness of homogeneous, noncoherently and 
anisotropically scattering turbid slab has been transformed into Cauchy system of scattering and 
transmission functions. Then, in a manner similar to the above arguments, a set of Riccati-type 
of the nonlinear integro-differential equations for the finite order scattering and transmission 
This paper was submitted to the gh Bellman Continuum, University of Hawaii at Manoa, Hawaii, January 
11/12, 1993. We wish to express our appreciation to the late R. Bellman and R. Vasudevan, to whom our 
present discussion is deeply due. 
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functions has been obtained as recurrence formulae for the above cumulative functions, which 
have undergone interactions once, twice and so forth up to any order n(n > 1) during the 
passage through the slab. In the limit, these cumulative functions tend to these Chandrasekhar’s 
functions for the standard transfer problem. Furthermore, the invariant imbedding is applied for 
the initial value solutions of the two-components radiation field, i.e., the Cauchy system governing 
the scattering and transmission matrices. 
2. BASIC EQUATIONS 
2.1. Equation of Transfer 
Consider the homogeneous, noncoherently and anisotropically scattering turbid slab of finite 
optical thickness 2. Suppose that parallel rays of finite energy Es is uniformly incident on z = 0 
in the direction sla = (00 = cos-1 ~(0 5 u 5 l), 0 5 $0 5 27r), where u is the cosine of inclination 
and 4s is the azimuth. 
Define the effective radiation flux by F. Then, I(z, E, f-22) denotes the intensity of radiation at 
depth 0 _< z 5 2, energy E, and direction O(0 5 0 = cos-1 w 5 x,0 < 4 5 2n). Furthermore, 
let the upwards (or downwards) directed intensity of radiation be defined by I(,z, E, +a) (or 
I(z,E, -Cl)), whereas +a = (+w,$). Let p(E) and P(E, fi;E’,Ct’) be respectively the total 
extinction coefficient and the energy-dependent phase function. P-function corresponds to the 
scattering probability that a photon transposes from the (E’, 0’) state to the (E, 52) state. 
The equation of radiative transfer in the above field takes the form 
v$l(z, E, S-l) - p(E) I+, E, 52) = ; Jrn /’ / 
2K 
P(E, s1; E’, St) I(z, E’, Sl’) dE’ da’, (1) 
0 -1 0 
where da’ = dv’dd’, together with the boundary condition 
I(0, E, 4) = rFS(E - Eo)S(s2 - !-lo), 1(x, E, +0) = 0. (2) 
2.2. Scattering and Transmission Functions 
Let the scattering and transmission functions be 
I(0, E, +f-i) = 2 S(z; E, S-82; Eo, no), (3) 
1(x, E, -52) = 2 T(z; E, !A; Eo, S-l,). (4 
The initial conditions of the above functions are as below. 
S(0; E, 0; Eo, S-to) = 0, (5) 
T(0; E, i2; Eo, i-to) = 0. (6) 
To solve the transfer equation (1) together with the boundary conditions (2) is not easy ana- 
lytically and numerically. Then, based on an invariant imbedding (cf. 3), it is solved as an initial 
value problem. In other words, the S- and T-functions are obtained as an initial value solution, 
and then the internal radiation field is also obtained in terms of the S- and T-functions. 
The principle of invariant imbedding in the diffuse radiation field takes the form 
I(z; E, +C2) = & Srn /’ / 
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S(z - z; E, 52; E’, S-l’) I(z, E’, -0’) dE’dS-t, (7) 
0 00 
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and 
I(& E, -52) = ; [T(z; E, i-l; Eo, s-lo) + C2C”(E)‘“47Tw5(E - E&5(sl- no)] 
1 00 127r 
+%I 00 JJJ S(z; E, St; E’, sl’) I(z, E’, 4’) dE’di-2’. (8) 
Equations (7) and (8) h s ow analytically the invariant imbedding procedure in the diffuse reflec- 
tion and transmission processes for the downwards and upwards incoming radiation intensities. 
On differentiating respectively equations (7) and (8) with respect to z, and passing to the limit 
z = 2, after some minor rearrangement of terms, we get a set of the following Riccati-type of the 
nonlinear integro-differential equations as below. 
-&; E, f4 Eo, no) + ( +) + e > S = P(E,fi; Eo, -ilo) 
P(E, s2; E”, 0”) S(x; E”, i-2”; Eo, 0,) dE” $ 
S(s; E, 51; E’, 0’) P(E’, -i-i’; Eo, -sl,) dE’ $’ 
S(x; E, 52; E’, Cl’) P(E’, -Sl’; E”, S2”) 
x S(x; E”, 5-l”; Eo, Cl,,) dE’ 7 dE” $’ (9) 
and 
&;E,QEo,fio) + ?T = P(E, -0; Eo, _Qo)e-W(~d/U 
P(E, -s1; E”, -8-l”) T(x; E”, 51”; E,,, St,) dE” F 
S(x; E, i-2; E’, t-l’) P(E’, 52’; Eo, -Cl,) dE’ 7 
S(x; E, 52; E’, i-l’) P(E’, f-l’; E”, --t-l”) 
x T(x; E”, fl”; Eo, i-lo) dE’$’ dE” F. 
The initial conditions of equations (9) and (10) are given by equations (5) and (6). 
3. FINITE ORDER SCATTERING 
AND TRANSMISSION FUNCTIONS 
Whereas an initial value solution of the transfer equation (1) can be solved analytically, how- 
ever, it can be also obtained in terms of the finite-order scattering and transmission functions in 
the case of appropriate thickness of the slab and low energy photons. 
Let S(n, z; E, 0; Eo, 00) and T(n, x; E, 52; Eo, 00) be respectively the scattering and transmis- 
sion functions in the radiation field for the scattering of n(> 1) times. 
Then, the S- and T-functions in the diffuse radiations field are respectively expressed in terms 
of the finite-order S- and T-functions under consideration. 
S(x;E,QEo,~o) = ~S(~,x;E,~;Eo,Sa,), (11) 
n=l 
T(x;E,S~;E~,~~) = ~T(~,x;E,~~;E~,S~~). (12) 
7Z=l 
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3.1. Equation of Transfer 
The equation of transfer in the finite-order scattering field takes the form 
+(n,z,E,~) -~(-W(n,z,E,a) 
P(E, Q E’, Sz’) I(n - 1, z, E’, f-2’) dE’dn’, (13) 
where I(n, z; E, +0) and I(n, z; E, -fl) represent respectively the upwards and downwards di- 
rected intensities of finite times scattered radiation. Equation (13) should be solved subject to 
the following boundary conditions. 
I(n, 0; E, 42) = rFS(E - Eo) 6(0 - ilo) d(n,O), 
I(n, x; E, -02) = 0, 
where d(n, 0) is the delta function of Kronecker. 
3.2. Scattering and Transmission Functions 
(14) 
(15) 
Invariant imbedding in the finite-order scattering of radiation takes the form 
I(n,z,E,+fi) = ~~~/~~1~2~S(n-i,~-~;E,n;E’,~‘) 
2=0 O 
x I(i, z, E’, A-2’) dEt dfl’, n > 1 (16) 
and 
I(n,z; E,-0)= z[T(n,zlE,fl;Eo,n,)+e -Zp(E)i”47r~S(E - Eo) S(0 - slo) d(n, 0)] 
S(n - i, z; E, 02; E’, Cl’) I(i, z; E’, 52’) dEtai2’, n 2 0. (17) 
On differentiating respectively equations (16) and (17) with respect to z, passing to the limit 
z = 0, after some minor rearrangements of terms, we have 
~S(n,x;E,fi;Eo,no) + !I!$) + q 
> 
S = P(E, 52; Eo, -%)d(n - 1,O) 
1 00 
‘Go J 1 2TT JJ 0 0 df-2” P(E, Cl; Et’, Cl”) S(n - 1, x; Et’, 0”; Eo, no) dE” 7 
+i J 0 00 .I/ 00 1 2n S(n-l,z;E,n;E’,n)P(E’,-n;E,,-oo)dE’~ 
x P(E’, -Q’; Et’, Ct’)S(i, x; Et’, Sl”; Eo, i-lo) dE’ ‘u 
da’ dEtt $, (18) 
and 
CT@, 2; E, n2; Eo, no) + g = P(E, -02; EO, -%)e-"'"(E)'" d(n - lT ') 
~~~m~1Jd2n~(E,-n;E”,-~“)T(n-l,r;E”,n”;Eo,~o)~Ett~ 
+ ~e-w,(E~)l~ 
00 1 27T 
I JJ s(n - 1,~; E, Cl; E’, f-t) P(E’, C2’; Eo, i-20) dE’ 7 
+fl;iz J~i’~~~U.6’i’..s(n-i-l,x;~,61;~t.ot) 
2=1 O 
x P(E’, fit; E”, 
do’ 
-$-2”)T(i, x; E”, f-l”; Eo, no) dE’ ‘u’ dE” z (19) 
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The initial conditions are as below. 
S(n, 0; E, 0; El), i-20) = 0, 
S(O,x; E, 52; Eo, f-lo) = 0, 
T(n, 0; E, i-l; El), i-20) = 0, 
T(0, o; E, i-22; Eo, 0,) = 0. 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
Then, the S- and T-functions for 7~ = 1 takes the form 
S(l, ~; E, a; Eo, flo) = wuP(E7’2; E”’ -no) 
w@) + w(Eo) 
{1-exp[-x(9++)]}, (24) 
T(l, z; E, 3-l; Eo, i-20) = 
vuP(E, 42; E,,, 420) 
w(E) - w(Eo) 
ie _ w(J%)/u _ e--zAW4 
1, 
for TJ# 21, P(Eo) # P(E), (25) 
and 
T(l, z; E, S-2; E, a) = zP(E, --Cl; E, -f2)e-zpL(E)‘u for u = V, I = p(E). (26) 
In the case of high-order scattering, starting from equations (24)-(26), and solving successively 
the integro-differential equations, the required high-order S- and T-functions are obtained. 
4. TWO-COMPONENTS RADIATION FIELD 
In the real radiation field, we treat with the multi-component radiation field. For example, 
if gamma rays of given energy impinge on the medium, it produces Compton electrons inside 
the medium. These secondary electrons can also produce gamma rays by Brehmsstrahlung such 
that the emergent beams will be composed of two components. In the analysis of the passage of 
the multicomponents radiation through the matter, we deal with the incident beam consisting of 
the two-components vectors. Then, the scattering and transmission beams will also contain two 
components. Thus, the scattering and transmission beam functions consist of the two-by-two 
matrices. Also, the differential cross-sections will be described by two-by-two matrices. 
In a manner similar to the former section, an invariant imbedding arguments result in the 
Cauchy system governing the scattering and transmission matrices. 
4.1. The Equation of Transfer 
In a manner similar to the preceding section, consider the diffuse reflection and transmission of 
a two-components radiation field by a homogeneous, noncoherently and anisotropically scattering 
target slab of the geometrical thickness z, whose top at z = 0 is illuminated in a direction -0s. 
The two-components are denoted by subscript 1 and 2. Now, in a steady state situation, we 
consider the two-components radiation field for an incident illumination of direction -00 at 
z = 0. The transfer equation for the two-components radiation field takes the form 
x I(n - 1; z; E;, $), i,j = 1,2 and i # j, (27) 
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where pi(Ei) is expressed in terms of the differential phase function p’(E$, Cl;; Ei, Cl,), i = 1,2, 
~i(E;)=C~mdE;/dn;~‘(Ej,n;;E,,ni), i,j=1,2. (28) 
j 
In equation (27), the source function B* at level z is given by 
B*(n; Z; Eiy Cl,) = &h*(Ei, fii; Eio, f2io) I*(O; Eio, ~iO)~-~a’Eio’z’ui’d(n, 1) 
+ $p*(Ei, Ri; Ejo, Cljo) I*(O; Ejo, Qjo)e-“(EJo)Z’u’o d(n, l), i # j. (29) 
In equation (29), I*(O; EGO; s2io) is the ith component of the incident radiation, 
I*(O; Eioy Rio) = rFi S(E - Eio)b(fl- flio), i = 1,2. 
p*(Ei,fZi;E;,ng) = 4~/.~‘(E~,fli;E~yfl~)$. 
j 
4.2. Scattering and Transmission Matrices 
The scattering and transmission matrices are defined as below. 
S(n; XC; E, 52; Eo, i-lo) = 
( 
S(n; x; El, %; Elo, fho) S(n; x; El, fh; Ezo, 020) 
S(n; x; Ez, a2; Go, f-ho) s(n; 2; E2, n2; E2or fi20) > ’ 
T(n; x; E, i2) = 
( 
T(n;x;El,fll;Elo,%o) T(n;x;&,fh;Ezo,Qao) 
T(n; x; E2, f&z; Elo, 010) T(n; x; E2,02; E20,5220) > * 
Then, the scattered and transmitted intensities are expressed as below. 
I(n; 0; E, Cl) = $S(n; x; E, fl; Eo, flo)F, 
I(n; x; E, -52) = $T(n; x; E, il2; Eo, Cto)F. 
(30) 
(31) 
(32) 
(33) 
(34) 
(35) 
Furthermore, the invariant imbedding for the internal radiation field takes the form as follows: 
I(n;z;E,@ = &S( n; x - z; E, Cl; Eo, 0o)F 
where 
and 
+~n~j~~~S(n-m;x-I;E,n;Et,~t) 
m=l O 
x I(m; .z; E’, -Cl’) dE’dff, 
I(n; z; E, -Cl) = &T(n; z; E, 0; Eo, flo)F 
+-$--*ejm/ S(n-m;z;E,fl;E’,W) 
m=l 0 27r 
x I(m; z; E’, -52’) dE’ df-t, 
(36) 
(37) 
where n 1 1. 
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On making use of the differential and limiting procedures in a similar manner to the Section 3, 
we have 
n; xc; E, A-I; Eo, 00) + 
= p*(E, 0; Eo, no) d(n, 1) 
JrnJ p*(E, 52; E’, fl’)S(n - 0 2?r 
+& 
co 
JJ 0 2a S(n - 1; x; E, 02; E”, .I’) p*(E”, 4”; Eo, 00) dE” $ 
x P*(E’, 
df2” 
-~‘;E”,~‘)S(m;z;E”,~“; Eo,&)dE' f$ dE' F, 
and 
= p*(E, -Q Eo, -~o)e-~(Eo)2(1’u) d(n, 1) 
1 O” JJ dfl” +4”0 27r p*(E, 4-22; E”, a”) ~(n - 1; x; E”, f-2”; Eo, i-20) dE” 21” 
+&r JJ qn -l;x;E,Q E',n')~*(E',52';Eo,-~o)e-~CL(Eo)~(1'ZL) dE$’
+ c:-iii-i.~~~~S(n-rn-l;x;E,~;E’,~’) 
x p*(E’, i-2’; E”, 
dW’ 
-$I”) T(m; x; E", Cl"; Eo, i-20) dE’ 7 dE” 7. 
(38) 
(39) 
where p*-matrix is given by 
p*(E, fk Eo, no> = ~~*(El,~l;Elo,~~o) 0 
0 P*(&, %; &o> Go) > ’ 
(40) 
The initial conditions for equations (38) and (39) are as below. 
S(n; 0; E, 0; Eo, no) = 0, n= 1,2,..., (41) 
S(O;x; E,S-2;Eo,Slr,) = 0, (42) 
T(n;O;E,C2;Eo,Sto) = 0, n= 1,2,..., (43) 
T(O;X;E,~~;E~,~~~) = 0. (44) 
Equations (38) and (39) correspond to S- and T-matrices, respectively. On the other hand, the 
incident beam in some dosimetry problems may involve only single component, say the gamma 
rays alone. Since these give rise to electrons inside the media, we shall have both the components 
in the emergent radiation. Therefore, we will be interested in writing down equations governing 
S11, Szl, Tl1, and T2l components of the scattering and transmission matrices. 
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$4w SC n;x;E~,~tg;Elo,f-&o)+ ~S(71;2;E2,02;Elo,nlo) 
= ~*(E2,~2;Elo,-~lo)~(~,~) 
+ p*(E2, f-22; E;, iI;) S(n - 1; z; E;, f-2;; Elo, %o)] dE” 2111 
+d 
1; 2; E2, fI2; E;, a;) p*(E:, -n:; EIO, -010) 
+ S(n - 1; z; Ez, i22; E;, 0;) p*(E;, -0;; EIO, -%o)] dE’ $ 
x [p*(E;, 4-l;; E:‘, i-l’,‘) S(m; x; E;, i-l;; Elo, fllo) 
+ p*(E;, All,; E;, 0;) S(m; x; Et, iI;; Elo, s21o)] 
+ S(n - m - 1; x; E2, &; E;, i2;) [p*(E;, 4-2;; EI’, f-2:) 
x S(m; x; E:‘, $‘; EIO, fllo) + p*(E;, 4-l;; E;, f2;) 
and 
~4%) + P(-%o) 
2, U > 
S(n; x; El, f-21; EIO, fho) + &S(n; x; El, f-h; EIO, fho) 
=p*(El,%;Elo,-%o)d(G) 
+& ss 0 
O" 2?r [~1*(El,~tl;E:6,~2:6)S(n - 1;@~,~2':;E~o,~lo) 
df-2” 
+ p*(El, i-2,; El, i-2;) S(n - 1; x; E;, i-l;; EIO, f-h,)] dE” 7 
+&r ss 
O” [(- S n ~;x;E~,S~,;E~,~~:)~*(E:,-~~/,;E~O,-~~O) 
0 277 
+ S(n - 1; x; El, f-ii; E;, Cl;) p*(E;, 4;; Em, -%.I)] dE’ 7 
x S(m; x; Et, fl;; Elo, Cl,,)]} dE’ y dE” $. 
The S1l- and &l-functions of order n=l are provided by 
(45) 
(46) 
S(~;X;EI,S~I;EIO,Q~O) = 
wop*(E~, s-21; Elo, Wo) 
vp( ho) + MEI) 
x(1-exp[-(++e)x]}7 (47) 
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and 
S(1; z; E2, a2; ~710, alo) = L~*(E2, a2; EIO,%O) 
cL(Ed 
x {exp [-@$x] -exp [-+&I}. (48) 
5. DISCUSSION 
In the present paper, it is shown how to solve effectively the transport problems in radiation 
dosimetry via invariant imbedding. In other words, an invariant imbedding transformed the 
two-points boundary value problem into the initial value problem. Furthermore, it is extended 
to the finite-order scattering and transmission functions in the case of finite appropriate thick- 
ness and low energy photons. Then, we dealt with the diffuse reflection and transmission of 
two-components radiation by a homogeneous, noncoherently and anisotropically scattering slab. 
Thus, the scattering and transmission functions consist of the two-by-two matrices. 
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